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Engineers Canada reaches agreement to 
transfer ownership of the PIEVC Program to 
the Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction

On March 30, Engineers Canada and the 
Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction 
(ICLR) jointly announced that an 
agreement has been reached for ICLR to 
assume ownership of Engineers Canada’s 
PIEVC Program, which includes the 
Protocol for infrastructure climate risk 
and vulnerability assessment. ICLR has 
partnered with the Climate Risk Institute 
(CRI) and Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) 
GmbH to operate the PIEVC Program  
and offer the Protocol in Canada and 
internationally.

The Protocol is a rigorous, proven process 
to assess current and future climate risks 
and vulnerabilities of civil infrastructure 

and buildings. It was developed and 
co-funded by Engineers Canada and 
Natural Resources Canada and has been 
applied to a wide variety of more than  
70 infrastructure projects ranging from 
single buildings to complete water supply 
systems in large and small municipalities 
across Canada. The Protocol has also 
been used in Brazil, Costa Rica, 
Honduras, the Nile Basin, and Vietnam.

“Engineers Canada took the decision to 
divest the PIEVC Program to an entity 
that would ensure it continues to receive 
the attention and investments it needs  
to effectively serve private industry, 
Indigenous communities, and all levels of 
government as well as interested  > 
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parties outside of Canada,” says Gerard 
McDonald, Chief Executive Officer of 
Engineers Canada. “We are confident 
that the PIEVC Program is going to a 
group that recognizes the importance of 
climate resilience in our critical 
infrastructure and will ensure that the 
Program will thrive in the years ahead.”

“Every year, severe weather causes 
significant damage and disruption to 
property and infrastructure – both public 
and private – across the country and 

around the world,” says Paul Kovacs, 
Executive Director of ICLR. “As our 
climate continues to warm, these impacts 
will only become more acute, making 
tools such as the Protocol critical in 
decision-making processes to make  
critical infrastructure more resilient.   
The partnership of ICLR/CRI/GIZ will 
ensure that the Protocol remains the 
preeminent tool to ensure that both  
the existing and the next generation of 
critical infrastructure is retrofitted/built to 
handle the climate of the future.”

Both ICLR and CRI will partner to manage 
all aspects of the PIEVC Program as it is 
used in Canada. GIZ will manage all 
international uses of the Protocol.

Coronavirus is significant, but is it a true black swan event?

Since the “black swan” metaphor was 
coined in the 2007 book of the same 
name it has become fashionable to label 
virtually all low probability/high impact 
events black swans.

But the danger of making an occurrence 
like the COVID-19 outbreak appear to be 
astronomically rare is that we will treat it 
as such and fail to prepare for the next 
pandemic. What’s more, those 
accountable for this preparation will 
dismiss their blatant failures because  
of the perceived exceptional nature of  
the event.

As managing director of the oldest 
university-based disaster risk reduction 
research institute in Canada, and with 
almost 30 years of researching and  
writing about disaster risk management,  
I know this all too well. When you make 
an event seem exceptional when it really 
isn’t, it will be used as a crutch by those 
who failed to prepare in the face of the 
known risk.

What is a black swan?

In The Black Swan, written by professor, 
statistician and former options trader 
Nassim Taleb, the author explains how an 
event can come to be named a black swan:

“ First, it is an outlier, as it lies outside the 
realm of regular expectations, because 
nothing in the past can convincingly 
point to its possibility. Second, it carries 
an extreme ‘impact.’ Third, in spite of  
its outlier status, human nature makes 
us concoct explanations for its 
occurrence after the fact, making it 
explainable and predictable.”   >

By Glenn McGillivray, Managing Director, ICLR

Black Swan, photograph taken on July 2019 at Melbourne by Buiobuione

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/176226/the-black-swan-second-edition-by-nassim-nicholas-taleb/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/176226/the-black-swan-second-edition-by-nassim-nicholas-taleb/
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So, by their very nature, black swan 
events are quite exclusive. They must be, 
because if next to everything is a black 
swan, then nothing is.

But this still leaves the question: Can 
COVID-19 be considered a black swan?

Let’s look at some of the facts and place 
them against the three attributes set out 
by Taleb.

Attribute one: Is the COVID 
pandemic an outlier?

History shows that infectious diseases, 
epidemics and pandemics, have been  
the number 1 mass killers of people, 
outperforming even natural disasters and 
wars (indeed, more people died from  
the 1918 flu outbreak than died in the 
First World War).

Walter Reed Hospital flu ward during the 
flu epidemic of 1918-19, in Washington 
D.C. (Shutterstock)

That pandemics break out from time to 
time is well known and well documented.

So, too, are warnings about the “next” 
outbreak. Says journalist Ed Yong in  
The Atlantic:

“ In recent years, hundreds of health 
experts have written books, white 
papers and op-eds warning of the 
possibility. Bill Gates has been telling 
anyone who would listen, including  
the 18 million viewers of his TED Talk.  
In 2018, I wrote a story for The Atlantic 
arguing that America was not ready  
for the pandemic that would  
eventually come.”

Both George W. Bush (in November 2005) 
and Barack Obama (in December 2014) 
warned of the next pandemic in speeches 
at the National Institutes of Health.

Along with the historical record and the 
many articles, papers and other sources 
that warn of the next pandemic, 
governments themselves often conduct 
exercises, including table-top simulations 
and other planning, in an attempt to 
determine how to get ahead of the  
next pandemic.

Seven days before Donald Trump took 
office on January 20, 2017, his aides and 
out-going Obama administration officials 
were briefed on a table-top exercise that 
played through a fictitious outbreak of 
H9N2 – an influenza virus – with effects 
not unlike what we have seen with 
SARS-CoV-2.

Similarly, in 2019, the Trump 
administration’s own Department of 
Health and Human Services carried out a 
pandemic simulation tagged as “Crimson 
Contagion,” which played out a viral 
outbreak originating in China that could 
kill close to 600,000 people in the United 
States alone.

So, can we say in all fairness and honesty 
that no one saw the possibility of 
COVID-19 coming?

Attribute two: Does COVID-19 
carry an extreme impact?

Taleb’s second requirement is that the 
event must have a major impact.

At writing, attempting to provide an 
accurate quantitative impact of COVID-19 
would be akin to snapping a picture of an 
odometer as the car is racing down the 
Autobahn.

However, while COVID-19 is not 
anticipated to have an impact even 
remotely close to that of the 1918 flu 
outbreak (at least 50 million deaths),  
there can be no question that the current 
pandemic has had – and will continue  
to have – an extreme impact, both on 
people and on national economies.

Attribute three: Is it, or will it be, 
normalized after the fact?

The concept of “normalizing” a large 
event – by rendering it explainable or 
predictable in hindsight — completes the 
three criteria and makes it a black swan. 
However, this element seems quite 
arbitrary, raising several questions:

Who is qualified to normalize an event in 
this manner, whereby the initial shock of 
the event is then casually dismissed?

How can we know if an event is 
normalized unjustly or if the normalization 
is legitimate?

Can important comments by journalists 
like Bryan Walsh (“COVID-19, could not 
have been more predictable” and 
“COVID-19 marks the return of a very  
old – and familiar – enemy”) and Yong  
(“A global pandemic of this scale was 
inevitable”) be effectively neutralized by 
dismissing them as mere attempts to 
normalize or brush off the current crisis? 
The danger in doing so is that rejecting 
the inevitability of a pandemic like 
COVID-19 also enables us to reject the 
likelihood of future pandemics, and the 
need to be better prepared.

And, since the propensity to normalize 
can be attributed to a blind spot in human 
cognition (that is, people are hardwired to 
normalize), should it even be an attribute 
of a black swan in the first place?

Since we are still in the midst of the 
current pandemic crisis, we do not yet 
know whether the COVID-19 pandemic 
will be normalized.

So COVID-19, a black swan or no?

In the study of natural hazards, the 
chances of a flood or an earthquake or a 
hurricane happening in any given period in 
a given place is expressed in terms of time 
and probability. For example, the  > 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200325-covid-19-the-history-of-pandemics
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-will-coronavirus-end/608719/
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-will-coronavirus-end/608719/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Af6b_wyiwI
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/07/when-the-next-plague-hits/561734/
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/07/when-the-next-plague-hits/561734/
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/07/when-the-next-plague-hits/561734/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spcj6KUr4aA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w50tZonOgoU
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/about
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/03/16/trump-inauguration-warning-scenario-pandemic-132797
https://www.npr.org/2020/03/20/819186528/what-last-years-government-simulation-predicted-about-todays-pandemic
https://www.npr.org/2020/03/20/819186528/what-last-years-government-simulation-predicted-about-todays-pandemic
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/pandemic-resources/1918-pandemic-h1n1.html
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200325-covid-19-the-history-of-pandemics
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2020/03/how-will-coronavirus-end/608719/
https://dictionary.apa.org/hindsight-bias
https://dictionary.apa.org/hindsight-bias
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probability of one in 100 years for a flood 
means that there is a one per cent chance 
of a flood affecting a given area in any 
one year. This means that there is a 99 per 
cent chance that a given place will not be 
flooded – pretty good odds.

However, if you carry that same 
probability over a longer time frame – say 
over the life of a mortgage or the time 
residents plan to stay in a home (let’s say 
it’s 30 years) – the probability of a one in 
100 flood hitting that house goes from 
one per cent per year to 26 per cent over 
the course of the mortgage – greater than 
one in four odds.

In a 2018 research study, investigators 
made the assumption that the probability 
of a pandemic of a certain level occurring 
is one in 100, or one per cent in any given 
year. So, just as with a flood, when 
calculated for a 30-year period, there is 
greater than a one in four chance of a 
pandemic occurring. Carrying the odds 
over 50 years means there is almost a  
40 per cent chance of a global outbreak.

The subtitle of Taleb’s book is “The impact 
of the highly improbable.” But an event 
like COVID-19 is not all that rare. Indeed, 
history is replete with such events, there 
have been numerous warnings from many 

sources, and the mathematical odds of  
an occurrence are not all that remote. 
With pandemics, it is not really a question 
of if, but usually when.

Indeed, Taleb recently weighed in on the 
question of whether COVID-19 is or isn’t 
a black swan.

Spoiler alert: it isn’t.

National Research Council Canada (NRC) 
commissioned ICLR and its partner SPA 
Risk to conduct a benefit-cost analysis of 
NRCs Climate Resilient Buildings and Core 
Public Infrastructure (CRBCPI) Initiative. 
CRBCPI is finishing its third year and is 
now considering its next phase. The 
following products are considered in  
this analysis:

1.  National Wildland Urban Interface 
Guideline and Standard

2.  National Guidelines for the Flood 
Resilience of Buildings

3.  Canadian Highway Bridge Design 
Code

4.  Overheating tool (expand the 
overheating tools from an Ottawa 
pilot study to other municipalities)  >

Estimating the benefits of Climate Resilient 
Buildings and Core Public Infrastructure (CRBCPI)

New ICLR report

Product
Unit 
cost

Unit 
benefit

Benefit-
cost ratio

Cost 
$ million

Benefit
 $ million

National Wildland Urban Interface Guideline & Standard $7,500 $45,000 6:1 $150 $900

National Guidelines for the Flood Resilience of Buildings $5,000 $30,000 11:1 $250 $2,750

Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code N/A N/A 9:1 $3 $27

Overheating Tool N/A N/A N/A N/A $1,000

Nationwide annual total cost and benefit (rounded) 12:1 $400 $4,700

Estimates of unit costs and benefits (e.g., per house), benefit-cost ratios (BCRs), and total annual nationwide 
costs and benefits of CRBCPI products.

https://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/96/2/17-199588.pdf
https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/the-pandemic-isnt-a-black-swan-but-a-portent-of-a-more-fragile-global-system
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Mission

To reduce the loss of life and property caused by severe weather 

and earthquakes through the identification and support of 

sustained actions that improve society’s capacity to adapt to, 

anticipate, mitigate, withstand and recover from natural disasters.

A thorough benefit-cost analysis of these 
four products would be time consuming 
and would have to await closer 
completion of some of the products.  
So an approximate but well accepted 
economic procedure called benefit 
transfer was used for this report. In 
benefit transfer, one estimates nonmarket 
economic values (here, the CRBCPI 
products) based on their similarity to 
something known from prior study, which 
here means the Natural Hazard Mitigation 

Saves study by the Multihazard Mitigation 

Council (MMC) of the National Institute of 

Building Sciences (NIBS) in the United 

States. Natural Hazard Mitigation Saves 

represents the most exhaustive benefit-

cost analysis of natural-hazard mitigation 

ever performed.

The ICLR/SPA study finds that CRBCPI  

will ultimately save Canada an estimated 

$4.7 billion per year of new construction 

that complies with its various guidelines, 

at an estimated added construction cost  

of $400 million per year, for a savings of 

almost $12 per $1 invested, as 

summarized in the table below. (Note that 

the 12:1 ratio is slightly high because it 

ignores the unknown cost of the 

overheating tool.) Figure ES-1 summarizes 

how different categories of benefits 

contribute to the total.

The study can be downloaded for free at 

www.iclr.org

The latest sigma “Natural catastrophes in 
times of economic accumulation and 
climate change” says that Swiss Re 
Institute expects that global warming will 
lead to growing intensity and frequency 
of severe weather events, but also to 
more uncertainty in their assessment. 
Economic and insured losses resulting 
from such events will rise in the coming 
decades, and this presents a major threat 
to global resilience. Worldwide, economic 
losses from natural and man-made 
disasters in 2019 were USD 146 billion, 
lower than USD 176 billion in 2018 and 
the previous 10-year annual average of 
USD 212 billion. The global insurance 
industry covered USD 60 billion of the 
losses, compared with USD 93 billion in 
2018 and USD 75 billion on average in 

the previous 10 years. While severe 

weather events were still the main driver 

of overall losses in 2019, amplified by 

socio-economic developments in affected 

areas and climate-change effects, the 

decrease in losses primarily stem from the 

absence of large and costly hurricanes in 

the U.S.

“Economic development and ever-

increasing population concentration in 

urban centres, alongside changes in 

climate, will continue to increase losses 

due to weather events in the future,” said 

Edouard Schmid, Chairman of the Swiss Re 

Institute and Group Chief Underwriting 

Officer at Swiss Re. “Our industry can play 

a key role by partnering with clients and 

governments to develop scalable solutions 

that support the transition to a low-

carbon world by managing risks 

associated with renewable energy projects 

and making these more attractive to 

investors with re/insurance risk-transfer 

backing.”

Of the economic losses in 2019, USD 137 

billion were due to natural disasters, with 

man-made events causing the remaining 

USD 9 billion. Of the USD 60 billion in 

insured losses, natural catastrophes 

accounted for USD 52 billion. The biggest 

industry loss events of 2019 happened in 

densely populated and developed parts of 

Japan: Typhoon Faxai in September 

(insured losses of USD 7 billion); followed 

by Typhoon Hagibis in October (additional 

insured losses of USD 8 billion).

Socio-economic developments and climate-change effects to drive rising 
losses from severe weather events, sigma says

https://www.iclr.org/

